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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate the cognitive radio
(CR) network, in which the secondary link works as a helper
node to improve the physical layer secrecy rate of primary user.
Depending upon the operation of secondary link, we consider
two operation modes: (i) Spectrum-spatial leasing (SSL), which
is introduced in the previous work, and (ii) Spectrum-time
leasing (STL), which we propose. In guaranteeing the given
secrecy rate and ensuring the throughput of the secondary
link, the SSL considers both simultaneously, whereas the STL
considers them separately. Therefore, there exists a performance
gap between SSL and STL in terms of secrecy rate. We analyze
both modes under the constraint of target physical layer secrecy
rate compared with no helper node case. Since the performance
of both modes has changed over different channel conditions,
we propose a mode selection algorithm to increase the expected
secondary throughput. We demonstrate that our analysis is in
good agreement with the simulation results.

Index Terms—Physical layer security (PLS), wire-tap channel,
secrecy rate, spectrum-spatial leasing (SSL), spectrum-time leas-
ing (STL)

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, applications in wireless communication require

high speed technology with huge demand for spectral re-

sources. However, according to the Federal Communication

Commission’s (FCC’s) report [1], current spectrum utilization

was as low as 15% due to the conventional fixed spectrum

allocation policy. Therefore, it is very important to develop

some technology to manage and share the spectrum resources

efficiently. This motivates the invention of cognitive radio (CR)

[2], [3], especially, in the underlay CR, where the secondary

user can always access the spectrum of primary user with some

constraints such as the interference threshold. Based on this

concept, there are many related works about capacity analysis

and secondary transmitter design [4], [5].

Due to the characteristics of wireless medium such as

broadcast nature, a wireless user can be exposed eavesdropping

relatively easily [6], [7]. Therefore, it is very important to

develop strategy to guarantee the security and privacy of

the user in wireless network. Previously, the techniques for

the security have been focused on the encryption and the

cryptographic algorithm at high-level layer [8]. However, the

security of encryption which relies on the pre-determined

secret key can be easily collapsed by smart eavesdropper with

sufficient computational resources. To prevent this problem,

physical layer security (PLS) of wireless network has attracted

great attention as a method against the smart eavesdropper [6],

[9]–[18]. In [6], considering single antenna case, the possibility

of exchanging secured messages can be guaranteed when

eavesdropper’s channel is degraded version of the desired

transceiver channel. However, if the channel between transmit-

ter and eavesdropper is better than the transceiver channel, it is

hard to guarantee a positive secrecy rate. Therefore, to resolve

this phenomenon, PLS based on multi-antenna system have

been proposed [9]–[11]. With multiple antenna condition, posi-

tive secrecy capacity can be obtained by transmit beamforming

even though the transceiver channel is worse than that of

eavesdropper. However, it is also hard to guarantee the secrecy

capacity when the eavesdropper becomes more manipulative

to estimate the beamforming vector and to maximize its own

received power. Therefore, the security technology using the

cooperation of extra-node are proposed [12]–[17]. However,

most of existing works only focus on the extra-node as a

helper node even though it can also transmit the data to the

intended user. The most related work is [18], where the authors

use the secondary transmitter as a helper for primary user

and transmitter for secondary user simultaneously in cognitive

radio network. Nevertheless, it is different from our work since

it does not consider the target PLS rate.

In this paper, we propose the rational operation of secondary

transmitter for enhancing its own throughput under target PLS

rate. First, we investigate two operation modes for secondary

transmitter: spectrum-spatial leasing and spectrum-time leas-

ing. Next, we propose a mode selection algorithm since the

achievable throughput of secondary link is determined by sec-

ondary operation considering various channel condition. We

also analyze the secrecy rate of the corresponding secondary

operation and verify that our analysis well agrees with the

Monte-Carlo simulation results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system

model is presented in Section II, where cognitive radio net-

work considering the physical layer security is described. The

proposed secondary actions and the corresponding numerical

results are provided in Section III and Section IV, respectively.

Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section V.

Notation: The notation for this paper is as follows: [·]∗:
conjugate transpose; PPPXXX �XXX (XXX∗XXX)−1XXX∗: orthogonal pro-

jection onto the column space ofXXX;PPP⊥XXX � III−PPPXXX : orthogonal

projection onto the orthogonal complement of the column

space of XXX; [A]+: max(A, 0); and ||x||: Euclidean norm of

x;
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Fig. 1. System model describing SSL mode and STL mode with the
conventional case

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The system model under consideration in this paper is

illustrated in Fig. 1. The system model consists of primary

transmitter (PT), primary receiver (PR) and eavesdropper

(EVE). As shown in the figure, since transmit signal between

PT and PR (solid line) can be naturally exposed to EVE (dotted

line), it causes the security problem. Based on [7], we can

define the secrecy capacity as a gap between desired capacity

of PT-PR and eavesdropped capacity of PT-EVE. Therefore,

in the case of Fig. 1 (a), the secrecy rate without secondary

link case, Rp
no−ST , is given by

Rp
no−ST =

[
log2

(
1+

|hpp|2Pp
σ2p

)
−log2

(
1+

|hpe|2Pp
σ2e

)]+
, (1)

where hij denotes the channel from i to j, e.g., hpp implies the

channel between PT and PR. Pp, σ2p, and σ2e denote a transmit

power at the PT, noise variance of PR, and noise variance of

EVE, respectively. We assume the additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN) with zero mean and equivalent variance. In

Fig. 1 (b)∼(d), two proposed modes for PLS with secondary

link are illustrated. In the proposed modes, we assume that the

secondary transmitter (ST) can utilize the primary frequency

band in exchange for operating as a helper for enhancing the

secrecy rate of the PR.

In order to focus on the secrecy performance corresponding

the operation of ST, we assume that ST has multiple antennas,

M , whereas all other nodes have a single antenna. The

channels is assumed to be Rayleigh flat fading, where the

element of each channel link is independent complex Gaussian

random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Then, the

enhanced secrecy rate can be expressed as

Rp =

[
log2

(
1 +

|hpp|2Pp
σ2p + ||w∗hsp||2

)

− log2
(
1 +

|hpe|2Pp
σ2e + ||w∗hse||2

)]+
, (2)

where w denotes beamforming vector at ST. Note that there

is a power constraint of w as ||w||2 ≤ Ps, where Ps denotes

the transmit power of secondary. Although the channel state

information (CSI) of PR and SR can be available at ST, it is

hard to obtain the CSI of EVE. Therefore, we assume that the

channel distribution about EVE follows Rayleigh distribution.

We consider three mode, the mode without helper node in

Fig.1 (a), the SSL mode in Fig.1 (b) and the STL mode in

Fig.1 (c), (d). The time durations (Tno−ST , TSSL, TSTL) in

Fig. 1 denote the required parameter to achieve the target PLS

rate for three modes, which will be defined in the following

section.

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED MODES

In this section, for enhancing the secondary throughput

under target PLS rate Qp
PLS , we propose two operation modes

of secondary transmitter: spectrum-spatial leasing (SSL) and

spectrum-time leasing (STL). Note that Qp
PLS is the obtainable

secrecy rate after sufficient time duration. Based on this setup,

we first introduce and analyze the SSL and STL modes.

Then, we propose a simple criterion for mode selection at

the secondary transmitter. For the purpose of comparison , we

begin with the case without secondary link.

A. Without secondary link

As depicted in Fig. 1 (a), since there is no secondary link for

improving the secrecy rate of PR, the required time duration,

Tno−ST , to achieve Qs
PLS can be defined as

Rp
no−STTno−ST = Qp

PLS . (3)

B. Spectrum-spatial leasing (SSL) mode

Fig. 1 (b) shows the system model of the SSL mode

considering target PLS rate. In fact, the concept of spectrum-

spatial leasing is first introduced in [18]. The main object of

this paper is the beamforming design at the ST to maximize

the primary’s PLS while guaranteeing the secondary link’s

throughput. Therefore, in general, beamforming vector can be

expressed as a combination of beamforming to nullify signal

to PR and beamforming to transmit the signal to SR. Using

this relationship, the beamforming vector w of SSL can be

designed as [18],

wSSL =
√
Ps

λwZF + (1− λ)wMRT

||λwZF + (1− λ)wMRT || , (4)

where wZF = PPP⊥hsp
hss/||PPP⊥hsp

hss||, wMRT = hss/||hss||
and λ is a parameter controlling the balance between wZF

and wMRT . Then, the secrecy rate of SSL is obtained by

Rp
SSL =

[
log2

(
1 +

|hpp|2Pp
σ2p + ||w∗SSLhsp||2

)

− log2
(
1 +

|hpe|2Pp
σ2e + ||w∗SSLhse||2

)]+
. (5)

In SSL mode, the required time duration TSSL to achieve the

given Qp
PLS in (3) can be calculated by TSSL = Qp

PLS/R
p
SSL.

Since Rp
SSL is usually bigger than Rp

no−ST due to the ST

helping, the required time TSSL is also reduced compared

with Tno−ST .
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At the secondary receiver, instantaneous achievable rate can

be written as

Rs
SSL = log2

(
1 +

||w∗SSLhss||2
σ2s + |hps|2Pp

)
. (6)

From (4), power balancing of wSSL is determined by the

parameter λ. Therefore, there is an important issue how we

can determine a proper λ value. For example, if ST set λ = 1,
the Rp

SSL would become the maximum secrecy rate, while

the Rs
SSL would go to the minimum throughput. To control

this characteristic, we propose the constraint to determine λ
as following

max
λ,α
(αRp

SSL(λ) + (1− α)Rs
SSL(λ)), (7)

s.t αmin < α ≤ 1,
where α is a weighting parameter to maximize (7) and αmin
implies the ratio required to Rp

SSL for being same as Rp
no−ST ,

i.e., αmin = Rp
no−ST /R

p
SSL(λ). In other words, α has to be

bigger than αmin to guarantee the performance enhancement

by helper. The parameters, α and λ, can be obtained by full

search in (7).

C. Spectrum-time leasing (STL) mode
By contrast to SSL mode, ST can operate as a helper to

PR or a transmitter to SR on separated phase. In other words,

the form of beamforming vector w depends on phase. Fig.

1 (c), (d) show the STL system model considering operation

phase. During the 1st phase, ST operates only for enhancing

the secrecy rate of primary. Then, the secrecy rate in Fig. 1

(c) is given by

Rp
STL =

[
log2

(
1 +

|hpp|2Pp
σ2p + ||w∗STL,1hsp||2

)

− log2
(
1 +

|hpe|2Pp
σ2e + ||w∗STL,1hse||2

)]+
, (8)

where wSTL,1 is defined as
√
Psw

ZF /||wZF ||, which assigns

whole Ps to wZF instead of wMRT . In STL mode, the

required time duration TSTL to achieve the given Qp
PLS

in (3) can be calculated by TSTL = Qp
PLS/R

p
STL. Since

||w∗STL,1hsp||2 becomes zero due to the wZF , Rp
STL ≥

Rp
SSL. Equality holds if the power of ST goes to zero or λ

goes to 1.
As a result, we can secure the 2nd phase, TSSL − TSTL,

to transmit the signal only for SR as in Fig. 1 (d). During the

2nd phase, primary link takes a rest since it already satisfied

the target PLS rate. Therefore, the achievable rate at SR in the

2nd phase is given by

Rs
STL,2 = log2

(
1 +

||w∗STL,2hss||2
σ2s

)
. (9)

where wSTL,2 is defined as
√
Psw

MRT /||wMRT ||. Since

wSTL,1 is not orthogonal to hss in Fig. 1 (c), SR also obtains

a few rate in the 1st phase as

Rs
STL,1 = log2

(
1 +

||w∗STL,1hss||2
σ2s + |hps|2Pp

)
. (10)

TABLE I
ANALYSIS OF KEY PARAMETERS FOR EACH MODE

,1

,2              ( )

s
STL STL STL

SSL STL STL

C T R
T T R

�

� �
s
SSL SSL SSLC T R�

Required 
Time

duration

Target PLS 
rate

Achievable 
throughput

 of 
secondary

w/o helper SSL mode STL mode

no STT �
,  at high 
,  otherwise

no ST SSL s

no ST SSL

T T P
T T

�

�

�
� SSL STLT T�

p
PLSQ

�

In short, STL mode is the strategy to lease time for secondary

transmission in return for guaranteeing primary,s target PLS

rate.

D. Criterion for mode selection

In this subsection, we propose a criterion for mode selection

between SSL and STL. The mode selection is motivated by

observation that the performance superiority can be changed

by channel and transmit power. From the equations in (6),

(9), and (10), the achievable secondary throughput Cs
x after

required time duration can be expressed as

Cs
SSL = TSSLR

s
SSL

Cs
STL = TSTLR

s
STL,1 + (TSSL − TSTL)R

s
STL,2. (11)

After substituting the required time duration as mentioned

in III-B and III-C into (11), then the criterion can be defined

as

Rp
STL(R

s
SSL−Rs

STL,2)
STL
≶
SSL

Rp
SSL(R

s
STL,1−Rs

STL,2).(12)

Using the proposed criterion, a rational ST can choose the

operation mode from two candidates to maximize its own

throughput while satisfying the target PLS rate. Information

exchange between ST and PT, which is required for this

adaptive mode selection, is neglected in this work.

E. Analysis of the operation mode

The key parameters for each mode are summarized in Table

I. Based on the parameters, we first analyze the operation mode

with respect to the power of secondary transmitter. In low Ps
region, the secondary operation is for nothing in the secrecy

rate of the primary receiver since the interferences from ST

in (5) and (8) go to zero, i.e., the secondary cannot operate

as helper anymore. Therefore, the required time duration

TSSL and TSTL are almost the same and the assigned time

duration for Rs
STL,2 slips away. Then, in the case of low Ps,

the operation mode is determined by a gap between Rs
SSL

and Rs
STL,1. In high Ps region, due to the interference by

beamforming wMRT , the secrecy rate of SSL mode is smaller

than that of STL mode. Also, since ||w∗SSLhsp||2 is non-

zero, Rp
SSL closes to very small value. Then, it is hard to

enhance performance by helper with SSL mode. On the other

hand, not only Rp
STL does not close to small value, but
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Fig. 2. Secrecy and achievable rate vs. time corresponding operation, where
Pp=10dB, Ps=3dB, Qp

PLS=10bits, M=4, and η=2.

Rs
STL,2 increases highly. Therefore, the secondary transmitter

frequently operates STL mode in high Ps region.

Next, in high Pp region, the secrecy rates of both modes

converge to certain value as

Rp
SSL → log2

( |hpp|2(σ2e + ||w∗SSLhse||2)
|hpe|2(σ2p + ||w∗SSLhsp||2)

)

Rp
STL → log2

( |hpp|2(σ2e + ||w∗STL,1hse||2)
|hpe|2(σ2p + ||w∗STL,1hsp||2)

)
. (13)

Due to ||w∗STL,1hsp||2 = 0 by beamforming wSTL,1 =

wZF , Rp
STL is always bigger than Rp

SSL and therefore the

data transmission time duration for SR, TSSL − TSTL, can

be guaranteed. During this time duration, the achievable rate

of STL mode can be calculated by (9). Since the achievable

rate of SSL mode in (6) goes to zero due to the interference

from PT, the ST frequently operates STL mode in high Pp
region. In low Pp region, since the secrecy rate in (5) and (8)

is almost zero, the required time duration TSSL and TSTL are

the same. Also, since there is no interference from PT in this

case, the operation mode simply depends on a gap between

Rs
SSL and Rs

STL,1 with zero interference.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, in order to focus on the performance of each

mode distinctly, we assume that |hpp|2 = η|hpe|2, (η > 1)
which guarantees the positive secrecy rate in (1). The ST as a

helper under target PLS rate, Qp
PLS , is considered as shown in

Fig. 1. For simulation, the ST has perfect CSI about hpp,hsp,

and hss without EVE channel. We also assume that the

channel coefficients among different modes are assumed to be

flat Rayleigh fading with mutually independent. For simplicity,

in order to show the performance of each mode clearly, we

assigned same portion to secrecy rate and achievable rate for
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Fig. 3. Required time versus transmit power at the secondary transmitter,
where Pp=10dB, Qp

PLS=10bits, M=4, and η=2.

SSL mode. i.e., λ = 0.5. The specific parameters are indicated

at each figure.

In Fig. 2, we illustrate the secrecy rate of PR and the

achievable rate of SR versus time corresponding to operation

of ST. In the figure, to achieve the equal Qp
PLS , the required

time duration of SSL is shorter than that of STL. For STL

mode, the primary link does not utilize the frequency band

temporally during TSSL − TSTL period and therefore the ST

sends the signal to SR without interference from PT. Then, as

we can observe in this figure, slope of Cs
STL changes after

TSTL. On the other hand, slope of Cs
SSL does not change as

time. From the figure, at the time TSSL, the achievable rate

Cs
STL becomes greater than Cs

SSL. Therefore, in this case, the

secondary transmitter operates the STL mode.

In Fig. 3, we evaluate the relative time duration ratio

corresponding to the selected mode. The relative time duration

ratio can be defined as Tno−ST /Ti, i = SSL, STL, and SEL,

where TSEL denotes the required time duration of the selected

mode. In detail, if relative time duration ratio is bigger than

1, the required time duration to achieve the Qp
PLS is shorter

than Tno−ST . i.e., enhanced efficiency of time duration due

to secondary as helper. In this figure, the simulation result of

STL mode is usually bigger than that of no secondary case

since the interference at the PR from ST is zero by wZF . On

the other hand, in SSL mode, the interference at the PR is

large by wMRT at high Ps region and then the secrecy rate is

almost zero. Therefore, the relative time duration ratio of SSL

goes to zero. The relative time duration ratio of SEL follows

that of STL since the ST generally chooses the STL mode in

this setup due to the interference effect of SSL.

Fig. 4 shows proportional values of selection probability

and required time duration of selected mode versus primary

transmitr power. When the value of Pp is high, the SR is

considered to be located nearby the PT. On the other hand,

when Pp is low, then the SR can be considered to be located
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further away from the PT. In high Pp region, the achievable

rate at SR in (6) and (10) becomes zero due to the interference

from PT, while the secrecy rate converges to certain value

which is mentioned in (13). Then, Cs
SSL also goes to zero.

On the other hand, since the achievable rate of STL mode at

2nd phase is nothing to do with Pp, Cs
STL does not go to

zero. Therefore, the ST always operates the STL mode which

guarantees more achievable throughput in high Pp region.

In low Pp region, since the achievable rate in (6) and (10)

is a positive value, the mode of ST can be changed easily

corresponding the channel condition. Then, we can observe

that the probability of STL mode and SSL mode to be selected

becomes similar. Fig. 4 shows the required time duration of

SEL to achieve Qs
PLS is shorter than Tno−ST . Unlike Fig. 3,

note that the lower proportional value implies better efficiency

of time duration. Since the ST operates as a jammer to EVE in

high Pp region, we can observe the time ratio, TSEL/Tno−ST ,

decreases.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the operation of secondary

as a helping node for two modes, SSL and STL considering

target PLS rate compared with no secondary link case. The

investigation showed that the throughput of secondary user

can be obtained while guaranteeing the primary’s security.

We also proposed mode selection algorithm observing that a

benefit of corresponding operation mode was different under

various channel condition. The expected performance from

the analysis of each mode was in good agreement with

the simulation results. The performance enhancement by the

proposed mode selection was also confirmed by the simulation

results.
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